
BFY 2012 Session XVI “Breakout Discussions II” 

Sophomore-Level Physics & Instructional Labs 

Facilitator:  L. Winkler, 7 others present  

(Carl Grossman from Swarthmore, Julie Roche from Ohio, Michael ?, Duncan Forbes 

from Penns. high school, Jim?, Joe Kozminski, Shawn Langan from Lincoln Nebraska) 

Shawn Langan, notetaker 

 

Main issues people brought:  What do you do in the intermediate lab (what 

experiments, how organized)?  How do you fit everything in to a lab period (what other 

things are taught, how long is the lab, is the lab part of a course)? As we discussed, the 

topic of error analysis came up several times, such as what labs really help students with 

error analysis, and at what level do they really get error propagation? 

 

Carl volunteered information from Swarthmore, in which labs are done using round robin 

style.  Lab course is 13 weeks, groups of 2 rotate through.  Experiments include radiation 

lifetime measurement, atomic spectra of hydrogen and isotope, Frank-Hertz, Zeeman 

effect, X-ray scattering.  To make reports manageable, formal write-ups are submitted 

twice a semester.  He suggested simple mechanics experiments for teaching uncertainty 

such as the Buffon needle experiment for measuring pi with a distribution. 

 

Julie picks students at random to grade certain assignments (I think it was notebooks), so 

the grading isn’t overwhelming.  In her lab, trouble shooting is a large emphasis rather 

than particular experiments. 

 

Michael says that he also checks lab notebooks briefly.  He asked if we try to do too 

much in one class. 

 

Duncan in his lab has students record in a lab notebook, then does not let the notebooks 

leave the room so students don’t alter them.  He also does a number of demos to show 

principles, then the labs can be used mostly for teaching about measurement rather than 

physics concepts.  He suggests acoustics as a subject to teach waves.  Also, he 

emphasized how important it is for students to learn how to hook things up—i.e. wiring.  

He liked the idea that labs could be used to disprove ideas, rather than prove them.  He 

also suggested putting out sensors and letting students figure them out on their own.  

Also, since the Taylor error book has a lot of experimental data in it, including pendulum 

data, students could do their own pendulum lab and learn error analysis. 

 

Linda suggested the Taylor Introduction to Error Analysis textbook to teach uncertainty.  

Their students buy as sophomores, and exercises are given to be done in an interactive lab 

session.  Students then keep the text for the remainder of their years as physics majors. 

 

Jim says a workshop on uncertainty at a future meeting would be a good idea.  He does a 

couple mechanics labs that get students thinking about uncertainty:  a projectile motion 

lab in which they have to predict the accurate position where the projectile lands, and an 

oscillating mass experiment in which the spring mass is comparable to the hanging 

mass—thus teaching about systematic versus random error. 



 

Joe says he does the advanced junior/senior lab and sees deficient preparation.  He is 

trying to address this with teaching methods in the introductory lab.  The sophomore lab 

is focused on optics, which ends with projects. 


